FEEDING SUGGESTIONS FOR FINDING HARMONY

Does your dog?

- pace at night
- pant excessively
- eat grass
- prefer cool surfaces
- act agitated
- live in a warm climate

SOLUTION CHILL
Chill is made with cooling ingredients to help counteract the effects of excess heat.

- move slowly
- feel cold to the touch
- eat sporadically
- prefer warm surfaces
- lack stamina
- live in a cool climate

SOLUTION BLAZE
Blaze is made with warming ingredients to help balance the cold and sluggish.

- play regularly
- breathe normally
- maintain appetite
- rest comfortably
- pay attention
- live in a mild climate

HARMONY TURKEY OR BEEF
Harmony is formulated to be energetically neutral. It is neither warming nor cooling.

- seem dull and uninterested
- lack energy
- startle easily
- limp from ligament injury
- battle dry paws and dandruff
- lack shiny coat

SOLUTION ZING
Zing is made with ingredients to help support the blood or liquid of the body. The blood is needed for strength and energy.

- suffer from allergies
- scratch vigorously
- drain from the eyes
- lick feet
- deal with hot spots and red skin
- shake head from ear infections

HARMONY LIMITED INGREDIENT
Limited Ingredient Harmony is formulated with cooling ingredients to help neutralize excess heat in specific organs.
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